Extraction of fuzzy rules using neural networks with structure level adaptation--verification to the diagnosis of hepatobiliary disorders.
This paper presents the reasoning and learning method for fuzzy rules using structure level adaptation of neural networks. In a usual neural network mechanism, we can observe some behaviors during the learning process. Based on such behaviors of neuron activity, we can generate or annihilate the specified neurons respectively in hidden layer to achieve an overall good system. In the method that we have proposed, we have used a procedure to derive the neuron generation/annihilation automatically, and applied such a procedure to the learning system where the experimental data related to hepatobiliary disorders were used. After learning by using randomly chosen data, the proposed system correctly diagnosed over 70% of cases. According to these results, we can find that fuzzy rules have some relationship with the degree of the input weight vector. As a result, we can assume that fuzzy rules for hepatobiliary disorders are extracted from this learned network.